
bunker RAKE



As per new provisions related to COVID-19, the bunker can no longer be 
raked with the common rake, therefore everyone will have to carry out this 
normal operation in two ways: either with the feet or with the iron.

LIBE Incisioni has thought of making this action easier by creating a metal 
rake made in Italy.

Easy to carry thanks to its lightness and small size, and thanks to the 
carabiner (not included) applicable to the appropriate hole, so you can 
attach it to the bag.

The support adapts to any type of handle and is easy to apply, and make the 
operation is easy and pleasant.

Furthermore, the choice of colors and combinations is very varied and 
adapts to all needs.



Comfort, lightness and easy use are the strengths.

Alloy
Bending process.
Thickness 2 mm.
Alloy 5754 H111.

Nylon support
Semi rigid.
It adapts to any handle size.
It adapts and always maintains grip.



Assembly requires only 2 screws.



Very easy to apply on the golf club handle.



Choice of 9 colors available for anodizing aluminum. Minimum quantity of pieces per color: none.

Black Anthracite Green Red

Gold Silver Bronze Blue

Orange



Choice of 7 colors available for nylon supports. Minimum quantity of pieces per color: 500.

White cream

Red

Grey

Yellow

Green

Blue

Black



By applying a carabiner in the appropriate hole, transport is even more simplified as it is possible to tie it to the bag.







Being a product that LIBE Incisioni works entirely itself, a personalization 
service is also o�ered.
The graphics office is available to find the best solution.

Depending on the customer, we o�er three different customization solu-
tions:

-Private client:

-Golf course:

-Association/Circuit:

laser engraving with name, initials, dates, etc .;

customization with the logo by laser engraving or 
direct UV digital printing;

customization of the shape, integrating the shape of 
the logo in that of the rake, and any customization 
with the logo by laser engraving or direct UV digital 
printing.



Personalization for private customer by laser engraving



Customization for Golf Club by laser engraving



Customization for Golf Club by direct UV digital printing



Total customization for Association/Circuit



Total customization for Association/Circuit




